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Metal Part 6 - Size

Mental Math. In order to determine the proper length of rivet to use, all you have to do is add the grip length (the thickness of material that is being clenched) to ... 
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Build Your Skills



why isn’t a 470-something bigger than a 426-something? Have no fear. Before too long, you’ll be comfortable conversing with all the hangar rats in the language of “AN.”



More Rivet Basics, You’ll Need ’Em As we talked about in the first installment, rivets insert into a hole and then get deformed (intentionally, controllably) to grip layers of material together. Rivets always start out with a manufactured head—the integral head that is pre-made by the rivet manufacturer—and a shank or shaft. The rivets that you’re likely to encounter in your metal airplane kit fall into two overarching categories: solid rivets and blind rivets. Solid rivets are composed of a single, solid piece of metal, whereas blind rivets (also referred to as pop rivets) actually have two components—the rivet shell and a pulling stem. We call them blind rivets because they are designed to be used where you don’t have access to the back side of the rivet.



Head Cases



Metal Part 6 Getting to know your rivets. BY DAN CHECKOWAY



T



his month there’s good news: You won’t have to write any checks. There’s no expensive whiz-bang tool that you have to run out and buy. And, for the most part, the rest of your tools can stay in the chest. We won’t be making a mess of the shop, although I can’t make any promises about your mind. We’re going to get deep into the details of identifying rivets and their callouts, and how to pick the right rivet for the job. (Does this count as actual riveting, as promised at the end of the last installment? It does if you want to do the job right.) Are you good with languages? It might help if you are. When you start building your first plane, you’ll need to learn a new language. As you peruse the plans or inventory the numerous little bags of hardware, you’re going to discover that rivets and bolts and nuts and washers and screws all have somewhat cryptic identification. (If you’ve been involved in the maintenance of a production airplane, it’ll all be a bit more familiar.) For most, it probably won’t make any sense at first, but you might start seeing a pattern in the abbreviations—this “dash 7” (we’ll just describe it as “-7” from here on) thing looks longer than the -5 over there. That makes sense. As soon as you think you have a handle on it, you find some other -4 thingie that’s longer than the -7. Huh? And



Photos: Marc Cook



Regardless of whether a rivet is of the solid or blind variety, the manufactured head style falls into two general categories: universal head and countersunk. As we’ve covered in previous installments, countersunk, or flush rivets are generally used on exterior skins to reduce drag and improve the appearance. Universal head, or protruding rivets are used on interior structure, or in cases where drag or appearance is not a consideration. Let’s stick with solid rivets for the moment. Believe it or not, there are only two styles of solid rivets that you’re likely to use on your metal kit. They are the



The AN470 round-head rivet (left) and AN426 countersunk rivet are staples—pardon the pun—of modern metal aircraft. KITPLANES January 2006
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Metal Part 6 continued 470 and the 426. Those numbers refer to the head style. The 470 has a universal head and the 426 has a flush/countersunk head. That’s all there is to it! Well, sort of. Now that you’ve been introduced to the head style numbering system, let’s take look at the full system in detail. The callout system for solid-shank rivets is broken down into the following: Catalog (AN for Army/Navy or MS for Military Standard); head style (470 or 426, as two examples); alloy code (AD, see Table 1); diameter (in 1/32 inches); and length (in 1/16 inches). For example, the AN470AD4-7 rivet has a universal head (round, protruding), is composed of 2117T4 alloy, has a diameter of 4/32 or 1/8 inch and is 7/16 inch long.



In schematic view, it’s clear how the speciﬁed length of the protruding-head rivet (left) concerns only the shank, while the length of the countersunk rivet (right) includes the head. All AN426 rivets have a a 100° head.



Another example would be the AN426AD3-4, which has a flush head, has that same 2117T4 alloy, has a diameter of 3/32 inch and is 1/4 inch long. As far as the catalog is concerned (AN or MS), there is no practical difference between AN470 and MS20470; likewise with AN426 and MS20426. Those are just two ways of cataloging the same Rivet Shank Minimum Diameter Driven Head Diameter



Minimum Driven Head Thickness



3/32 1/8 5/32 3/16



0.038 0.050 0.062 0.075



0.122 0.163 0.203 0.244
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Alloy Code



Rivet Alloy



Marking on Manufactured Head



Major Alloying Ingredient



Alloy After Driving



A



1100



plain



none



1100



B



5056H32



raised cross



magnesium



5056H32



AD



2117T4



dimple



copper



2117T3



D



2017T4



raised dot



copper



2017T3



DD



2024T4



two raised shoulders



copper



2024T31



E



7050T73



raised circle



zinc



750T73



Table 1.



part. The AN system, which stands for Army/Navy (or Air Force/Navy), is a bit dated, but is still widely used. The MS system, which stands for Military Standard specification, is intended (I believe) to supersede the AN system. As you’ll discover in the process of building your plane, there are some parts that are referred to only by MS codes, some referred to only by AN codes and some that have both designations. To make matters worse, there’s actually a NAS numbering system as well, which stands for National Aerospace Standard. While we obviously need numbering systems, we have the government to thank for the confusion. Anyway, for the point of our discussion this month, I’ll stick with the AN system, since that’s what you’re likely to encounter in your plans. Have a look at Table 1. It highlights the distinctions of the rivets’ physical traits by their alloy codes. Fortunately, if you happened to spill a few containers of mixed rivets on your shop floor, you’d be able to identify each one. I’m not saying that would be a fun afternoon...but at least it’s possible to sort it all out. The marking (such as a dimple or raised cross), or lack thereof, on the manufactured head allows you to know the rivet’s composition right away.



ADs Are Common As Nails Believe it or not, as far as solid rivets are concerned, I’ve never used anything but the AD type. Granted, I don’t work on the Boeing assembly line, but my perspective having built a kit airplane and having been around them for a while has only exposed me to AD rivets. In all likelihood, your experience will be similar. So the key is making sure you see that little dimple in the center of your rivet heads. I’m not suggesting that you’ll need to check each rivet, but if you happen to order a batch of rivets, it’s good practice to take a peek at one before you shove hundreds or thousands of them into your plane’s structure. The alloys are not necessarily interchangeable; the engineers have chosen the rivet material for use in our planes for specific reasons. A wonderful but coincidental side effect of that little AD-identifying dimple in the rivet head is that it makes drilling out rivets considerably easier! Drilling out rivets? Yeah, it’s a certainty that all builders face eventually. We will definitely cover drilling out rivets in a later installment, and I’ll show you what that’s all about, with the little identifying dimple and all. So there you have it. Pretty much all you need to know solid rivet-wise is that you’ll be using the AN470AD and AN426AD Maximum Driven rivets extensively in your project. Head Thickness



0.050 0.070 0.092 0.105



The Long and Short of It I’d like to note that the way the rivet length is measured is slightly different for the 426 and 470 styles. In general, the length callout for a rivet designates how much length is available both to grip the material and to form the bucktail. In the case of the 426 (flush) rivet, the manufactured head is part of the grip length, so the length denotes the overall length from the top of the head to www.kitplanes.com



Patent 6883273



Lose No Headroom! Absent special tools, you can always measure thea remaining “tail” of the rivet before setting. The dimensional rule of thumb is 1.5 times the diameter.



the end of the shank. On the 470 (universal head) rivet, the manufactured head is not included in the length, which is measured from the bottom of the head to the end of the shank. While we’re on the topic of the 426 flush rivet, it’s worth noting that the countersink head angle is 100°. You’ll notice that your dimple dies, countersink cutters, etc., will all have that inherent 100° angle. OK, so let’s say you have a series of 1/8 -inch (#30, actually) dimpled holes in two sheets of .032-inch aluminum that need to be riveted together. Which rivet should you use? Well, since the hole is dimpled you know it’s going to be a 426-style head, and based on the hole diameter you know you’ll need a 1/8 -inch-diameter rivet shank—so that narrows it down to AN426AD4 “dash something.” All that’s left to determine is the length of the rivet. In order to figure that out, we need to talk a bit about the process of squashing rivets.
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Special tools, like this set of Rivet Readers, will allow you to quickly determine if the rivet is the correct length for the job, and if you have set it correctly.
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Metal Part 6 continued When setting our rivets, three key physical changes occur regardless of the riveting method employed. First of all, a shop head is formed. The shop head, also known as a bucktail, is the mashed end of the rivet that you form in the shop. As the free end of the rivet gets compressed, the diameter of the shop head increases, and subsequently the length of the rivet is squashed. The second key change is that the shank of the rivet swells up as the rivet gets compressed, expanding to fill the hole. This eliminates the clearance that the rivet had—remember that we drilled a hole slightly larger than the rivet diameter. The third change is that the rivet gets cold worked in this process, and the material hardens—the temper of the rivet actually changes as a result of this. This Rivet Reader says the unset tail is close What we’re left with is a fastener that to, but just slightly short of, the right size. now completely fills the hole, now has two bearing heads that clench the material from both sides, and the thing has hardened to provide even more strength. This is so cool! I don’t know who invented the solid rivet, but if he were alive today I’d want to take this genius to lunch. Let’s get back to figuring out how long the rivet needs to be for our example. It actually involves a bit of reverse engineering. As we already discussed, the rivet length decreases as the bucktail is formed, so we need to start out with a rivet that’s intentionally a little too long. How long is too long? Fortunately there’s an easy rule of thumb that we can use when picking rivets. The rule is that for a rivet shank diameter “D”, you want to start out with 1.5D protruding from the material.



Mental Math In order to determine the proper length of rivet to use, all you have to do is add the grip length (the thickness of material that is being clenched) to 1.5 times the diameter of the rivet. In the example I gave above, the grip length is two sheets of .032. Adding 1.5 times .125 inch to .064 yields .2515 inch, which is roughly 1/4 inch or four 1/16ths. Thus the rivet you would use is the AN426AD4-4. Is all of this mental math required when building your kit? Fortunately, the answer is a whopping no! Most of the time, your kit manufacturer is going to call out specific rivets on the plans for literally every hole. And if not, there’s a convenient little rivet length gauge that you can use to quickly determine the appropriate length rivet to use in scenarios where you’re unsure. But at least now you know the math behind this. So next time you’re at your buddy’s hangar and he doesn’t know which rivet to use, you can smugly spout out, “Dude, just add 1.5D to the grip length.” I can’t promise a positive reaction... As I mentioned, the 1.5D thing is a rule of thumb, rather than a rule. In fact, it’s part of a bigger set of guidelines that suggest just how big a shop head needs to be. Without getting into detail about riveting techniques (at least not yet), I’d like to talk about proper shop heads. We actually have a tried and true Military Specification to fall back on for this, and it’s the good old MIL-R-47196A (view it on the web at http://rvproject.com/milspec). In fact, do yourself a favor and read through this document. It has several tables full of useful data. In particular, there is a table which provides precise guidance on the desired size of a driven rivet’s shop head. In Table 2, we’ve reproduced a snippet of the table for your reference. As you can see, the specification provides a fair amount of leeway with respect to the size of the shop head. The range in shop head height is pretty liberal—and when www.kitplanes.com



it comes to diameter, there’s only a minimum diameter specified.
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Rules of Thumb When you get right down to it, there’s a very simple rule of thumb to follow. When creating a shop head, it should be at least 1.5D in diameter and approximately .5D in height, where D is the rivet shank diameter. For a 1/8-inch shank rivet, a proper shop head will be about 3/16 inch in diameter and about 1/16 inch tall. Don’t bother breaking out the calipers...it’s much easier than that. There are convenient go/no-go gauges for measuring shop heads. One end measures the height, and the other measures the diameter. There’s no need for math or even quantified measurement. It’s a sim-
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ple matter of swiping the gauge over the shop head. The key to remember when selecting a rivet is that if it’s too short, there may not be enough excess material to form a shop head of the proper dimensions. If the rivet is too long to begin with, then it presents a whole slew of other problems. We’ll open up that can of worms in a future installment! I think our discussion on rivet identification has pushed the limit of what we can talk about without getting into the actual process of riveting. After all, these shop heads have to get formed somehow, right? Let’s save that for next month, when we’ll (finally) start covering techniques such as back riveting, shooting and bucking, and maybe even a bit of squeezing. 
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